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(54) WAVELENGTH LOCKING DEVICE AND METHOD

(57) Provided is a wavelength locking device, includ-
ing a wavelength identifier detector configured to receive
an optical multiplexing sampling signal, and determine
an optical signal carrying a wavelength identifier as an
optical signal to be wavelength-locked; a tunable band-
pass filter configured to select, according to wavelength
information of at least one optical signal to be wave-
length-locked, the at least one optical signal to be wave-
length-locked, and output the at least one optical signal
to be wavelength-locked; a wavelength locker configured
to acquire wavelength deviation information of each op-

tical signal to be wavelength-locked; and an associated
signal generator configured to generate, according to
wavelength deviation information corresponding to the
associated signal generator, an associated signal of an
optical signal to be wavelength-locked corresponding to
the associated signal generator, so that the obtained as-
sociated signal is modulated onto a local service signal
corresponding to the optical signal to be wave-
length-locked corresponding to the associated signal
generator. Further provided is a wavelength locking
method.
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Description

[0001] The present application claims priority to Chi-
nese Patent Application No. 201810021055.9 filed with
the CNIPA on January 10, 2018, the disclosure of which
is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present application relates to, but is not lim-
ited to, the optical communication technology, for exam-
ple, to a wavelength locking device and method based
on a dense wavelength division multiplexing system.

BACKGROUND

[0003] A dense wavelength division multiplexing
(DWDM) technology is a technology for transmitting mul-
tiple specified wavelengths at a certain interval in one
optical fiber. The DWDM technology can achieve large-
capacity transmission, and is widely applied to a long-
distance backbone network, a metropolitan area aggre-
gation network, a metropolitan area access network, and
the like.
[0004] With development of the mobile communication
technology, in fourth generation of mobile phone mobile
communication technology standards (4G) and fifth gen-
eration of mobile phone mobile communication technol-
ogy standards (5G) networks, in order to provide higher
bandwidth, a wireless interface rate is continuously in-
creasing and optical fiber resources are increasingly in
shortage, so that the DWDM technology also begins to
be applied to wireless access networks and is used on
a large scale.
[0005] For the DWDM system, it is required that the
frequency of each specified wavelength among the mul-
tiple wavelengths transmitted by the system can maintain
certain stability, thus maintaining the stable operation of
the transmission system. Therefore, wavelength locking
is a key technology of the system.
[0006] In the related art, in order to maintain the stability
of wavelengths, in the dense wavelength division multi-
plexing system, a special wavelength locker is usually
built in each transmitter and is configured to perform
wavelength locking on the output wavelength of each
transmitter independently to achieve the stability of wave-
lengths. However, this method requires each transmitter
to be configured with a wavelength locker and a control
circuit, thus undoubtedly increasing the system cost. For
the wireless access network, especially the fronthaul net-
work of the wireless access network, such technology is
quite high in cost and cannot be used on a large scale.

SUMMARY

[0007] The present disclosure provides a wavelength
locking device and method, which can flexibly achieve
wavelength monitoring and locking for a transmitter, and

can reduce cost.
[0008] In an embodiment, a wavelength locking device
is provided in the present disclosure and includes a wave-
length identifier detector, a tunable bandpass filter, a
wavelength locker and at least one associated signal
generator, the at least one associated signal generator
has a one-to-one correspondence with an optical signal
with at least one wavelength in an optical multiplexing
signal.
[0009] The wavelength identifier detector is configured
to receive an optical multiplexing sampling signal, and
determine an optical signal carrying a wavelength iden-
tifier in the optical multiplexing sampling signal as an op-
tical signal to be wavelength-locked, where the wave-
length identifier is used for identifying at least one optical
signal to be wavelength-locked.
[0010] The tunable bandpass filter is configured to se-
lect, according to wavelength information of the at least
one optical signal to be wavelength-locked, the at least
one optical signal to be wavelength-locked from the op-
tical multiplexing sampling signal, and output the at least
one optical signal to be wavelength-locked.
[0011] The wavelength locker is configured to acquire
wavelength deviation information of each of the at least
one optical signal to be wavelength-locked.
[0012] Each of the at least one associated signal gen-
erator is configured to generate, according to wavelength
deviation information received accordingly, an associat-
ed signal of an optical signal to be wavelength-locked
corresponding to the associated signal generator, so that
the obtained associated signal is modulated onto a local
service signal corresponding to the optical signal to be
wavelength-locked corresponding to the associated sig-
nal generator.
[0013] A wavelength locking method is further provid-
ed in the present application and includes the following
steps.
[0014] A remote optical multiplexing signal is acquired,
where an optical signal to be wavelength-locked in the
optical multiplexing signal carries a wavelength identifier.
[0015] At least one optical signal to be wavelength-
locked is determined according to the wavelength iden-
tifier.
[0016] Wavelength deviation information of each of the
at least one optical signal to be wavelength-locked is ac-
quired.
[0017] An associated signal, having a one-to-one cor-
respondence with the wavelength deviation information,
of an optical signal to be wavelength-locked is generated
according to the acquired wavelength deviation informa-
tion, so that the obtained associated signal is modulated
onto a local service signal corresponding to the optical
signal to be wavelength-locked corresponding to the as-
sociated signal.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0018] The drawings are provided for a further under-
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standing of the technical solutions of the present appli-
cation, and constitute a part of the description. The draw-
ings and the embodiments of the present application are
used to explain the technical solutions of the present ap-
plication, and not intended to limit the technical solutions
of the present application.

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating an archi-
tecture for achieving wavelength locking in the relat-
ed art;

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating a structure
of a wavelength locking device according to the
present application; and

FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a wavelength locking method
according to the present application.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0019] If not in collision, the embodiments described
herein and the features thereof can be combined with
each other.
[0020] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating an ar-
chitecture for achieving wavelength locking in the related
art, where a centralized monitoring manner is adopted in
the architecture, that is, one external wavelength locker
is used for multiple wavelengths. As shown in FIG. 1,
after multiple optical transmitters (such as optical trans-
mitter 1, optical transmitter 2, and optical transmitter n in
FIG. 1) emit optical signals with different wavelengths,
the optical signals of different wavelengths are combined
by a combiner into an optical multiplexing signal for out-
put; power sampling is performed on the optical multi-
plexing signal on an output channel according to a certain
proportion to acquire an optical multiplexing sampling
signal; the optical multiplexing sampling signal passes
through a bandpass filter, and optical signals with differ-
ent wavelengths in the optical multiplexing sampling sig-
nal are selected for output (since the optical multiplexing
sampling signal includes multiple wavelengths, different
wavelengths are selected through the bandpass filter and
output separately); the output optical signals pass
through a centralized wavelength locker, and the wave-
length deviation corresponding to the optical signal of
each length is obtained; and finally, after the correspond-
ing wavelength deviation compensation control amount
is calculated through the signal controller, each calculat-
ed deviation compensation control amount is output to a
corresponding optical transmitter for wavelength adjust-
ment.
[0021] In the wavelength monitoring and locking proc-
ess of the wavelength locking method shown in FIG. 1,
the wavelength adjustment information, i.e., the deviation
compensation control amounts, is sent to the local trans-
mitters by using the centralized wavelength locker and
through the signal controller of the local end (i.e., the
optical transmitter 1, the optical transmitter 2 ... the opti-

cal transmitter n in FIG. 1), thus completing the wave-
length adjustment of the local transmitters.
[0022] On one hand, in the wavelength locking manner
shown in FIG. 1, monitoring and locking processing is
performed on optical signals of all wavelengths, that is,
channels that do not transmit optical signals will also be
processed, thus reducing the sampling and adjustment
speed; on the other hand, for a wireless access network,
especially the frontfaul network, wavelength monitoring
and locking of a remote transmitter is usually required,
however, the remote transmitter is located at the top of
the tower of a base station, the roof of a building, a wire
pole and other positions and is not suitable for installing
the local wavelength locking device shown in FIG. 1, and
the remote transmitter does not have a signal controller,
so the wavelength locking method shown in FIG. 1 cannot
achieve wavelength locking of the remote transmitter.
[0023] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating a
structure of a wavelength locking device according to the
present application. As shown in FIG. 2, the wavelength
locking device includes at least a wavelength identifier
detector, a tunable bandpass filter, a wavelength locker
and at least one associated signal generator. The at least
one associated signal generator has a one-to-one cor-
respondence with an optical signal with at least one
wavelength in an optical multiplexing signal.
[0024] The wavelength identifier detector is configured
to receive an optical multiplexing sampling signal, and
determine an optical signal carrying a wavelength iden-
tifier in the optical multiplexing sampling signal as an op-
tical signal to be wavelength-locked. The wavelength
identifier is used for identifying at least one optical signal
to be wavelength-locked.
[0025] In an embodiment, content of the identifier of
each optical signal to be wavelength-locked may be dif-
ferent.
[0026] In an embodiment, the wavelength identifier
may be a wavelength label. Accordingly, the wavelength
identifier detector is a wavelength label detector.
[0027] The tunable bandpass filter (e.g., a broadband
filter that can achieve filtering of multiple wavelengths)
is configured to select, according to wavelength informa-
tion of the at least one optical signal to be wavelength-
locked, the at least one optical signal to be wavelength-
locked from the optical multiplexing sampling signal, and
output the at least one optical signal to be wavelength-
locked.
[0028] The wavelength locker is configured to acquire
wavelength deviation information of each of the at least
one optical signal to be wavelength-locked.
[0029] Each of the at least one associated signal gen-
erator is configured to generate, according to wavelength
deviation information received accordingly, an associat-
ed signal of an optical signal to be wavelength-locked
corresponding to the associated signal generator, so that
the obtained associated signal is modulated onto a local
service signal corresponding to the optical signal to be
wavelength-locked corresponding to the associated sig-
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nal generator.
[0030] In an embodiment, the associated signal gen-
erator is further configured to modulate the obtained as-
sociated signal onto the local service signal correspond-
ing to the optical signal to be wavelength-locked; alter-
natively, the local transmitter is further configured to mod-
ulate the associated signal from the associated signal
generator onto the local service signal of the optical signal
to be wavelength-locked.
[0031] In an embodiment, the device further includes
a power sampler (not shown in FIG. 2) configured to per-
form power sampling on a remote optical multiplexing
signal to acquire the optical multiplexing sampling signal.
[0032] In the wavelength locking device of the present
application, an optical signal to be wavelength-locked is
selected and processed by adopting the manner of a
combination of a wavelength identifier and a correspond-
ing channel signal, so that the processing speed is in-
creased, wavelength monitoring and locking of the trans-
mitter is achieved flexibly, and the cost is reduced. More-
over, the remote wavelength to be locked is accurately
identified through the wavelength identifier, and the as-
sociated signal (including wavelength modulation infor-
mation) is transferred through the local transmitter to the
remote receiver to drive the remote transmitter to adjust
the wavelength of the remote transmitter itself, achieving
accurate locking of the wavelength of the remote trans-
mitter. Through the one-to-one combination of the wave-
length identifier and the associated signal, the effect of
wavelength locking of the remote transmitter is achieved
without remote control, and the wavelength stability of
the system is improved.
[0033] In an embodiment, the wavelength identifier de-
tector is configured to: receive the optical multiplexing
sampling signal from the power sampler, determine
whether to perform wavelength locking on the wave-
length according to whether an optical signal of a wave-
length in the optical multiplexing sampling signal carries
a wavelength identifier, and determine the optical signal
carrying the wavelength identifier among optical signals
of all wavelengths in the optical multiplexing sampling
signal as the optical signal to be wavelength-locked; and
record the wavelength information of the optical signal
to be wavelength-locked, and output the wavelength in-
formation for wavelength locking to the tunable bandpass
filter.
[0034] In an embodiment, the tunable bandpass filter
is configured to: select, according to the wavelength in-
formation for locking output from the wavelength identifier
detector, the optical signal to be locked from the optical
multiplexing sampling signal, and output the at least one
optical signal to be locked.
[0035] In an embodiment, the wavelength locker is
configured to: for the at least one optical signal to be
wavelength-locked, compare an optical wavelength cor-
responding to each of the at least one optical signal to
be wavelength-locked with a preset standard wave-
length, and calculate a wavelength deviation value of

each of the at least one optical signal to be wavelength-
locked, where the wavelength deviation value includes
a wavelength deviation direction and a wavelength devi-
ation magnitude; and output the wavelength deviation
value of each of the at least one optical signal to be wave-
length-locked.
[0036] In an embodiment, the associated signal gen-
erator is configured to: identify a wavelength deviation
value corresponding to the associated signal generator,
and fill the wavelength deviation value into an associated
signal frame; encode the associated signal frame to gen-
erate the associated signal; and modulate the generated
associated signal onto a locally transmitted service signal
corresponding to the optical signal to be wavelength-
locked corresponding to the associated signal generator.
[0037] In an embodiment, the associated signal gen-
erator may be a pilot tone signal generator, and accord-
ingly, the associated signal frame is a pilot tone signal
frame and the associated signal is a pilot tone signal.
[0038] In an embodiment, the associated signal gen-
erator may be an optical transport network (OTN) over-
head signal generator, and accordingly, the associated
signal frame is an OTN overhead signal frame and the
associated signal is an OTN overhead signal.
[0039] In an embodiment, the associated signal gen-
erator may be an Ethernet signal generator, and accord-
ingly, the associated signal frame is an Ethernet associ-
ated signal frame and the associated signal is an Ethernet
associated signal.
[0040] Each component of the wavelength locking de-
vice in the present application may be a independent
physical entity or may be configured in the same physical
entity.
[0041] The application of the wavelength locking de-
vice of the present application will be described below in
conjunction with the scenario.
[0042] Referring still to FIG. 2, it is assumed that re-
mote optical transmitters emit optical signals of different
wavelengths at the remote end. In this embodiment, it is
assumed that wavelength identifiers are respectively car-
ried in optical signal 1 to optical signal n (n is a positive
integer) (e.g., in optical signal 1, optical signal 3, optical
signal 4 and optical signal n); a remote combiner multi-
plexes the remote optical signals of different wavelengths
(i.e., optical signal 1 to optical signal n) into an optical
multiplexing signal and transmits the optical multiplexing
signal.
[0043] The power sampler performs power sampling
on the multiplexed optical multiplexing signal output by
the remote combiner to obtain an optical multiplexing
sampling signal.
[0044] The wavelength identifier detector receives the
optical multiplexing sampling signal from the power sam-
pler, and determines whether to perform wavelength
locking processing on an optical signal according to
whether the multiplexed optical signal carries a wave-
length identifier. In this embodiment, it is determined that
the optical signal 1, the optical signal 3, the optical signal
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4 and the optical signal n are optical signals to be wave-
length-locked. Therefore, information about wave-
lengths, i.e., wavelength 1, wavelength 3, wavelength 4
and wavelength n in this embodiment, of the optical sig-
nals to be locked are recorded. Then, the optical multi-
plexing sampling signal and the recorded information
about the wavelengths for wavelength locking are output
to a tunable bandpass filter.
[0045] The tunable bandpass filter selects optical sig-
nals to be wavelength-locked, i.e., optical signal 1, optical
signal 3, optical signal 4 and optical signal n, one by one
according to the information about the wavelengths for
wavelength locking output by the wavelength identifier
detector, and outputs the optical signals to be wave-
length-locked, i.e., optical signal 1, optical signal 3, opti-
cal signal 4 and optical signal n.
[0046] In an embodiment, the technical solution of the
present disclosure is not limited to the tunable bandpass
filter, and may be other tunable filters capable of selecting
optical signals to be wavelength-locked.
[0047] A wideband wavelength locker (i.e., a wave-
length locker) receives an optical signal to be wave-
length-locked output by the tunable bandpass filter, com-
pares the optical power output corresponding to the op-
tical signal with the optical power corresponding to the
preset standard wavelength to calculate a wavelength
deviation value of the wavelength, where the wavelength
deviation value includes a wavelength deviation direction
and a wavelength deviation magnitude; the wavelength
deviation value of the optical signal is output to an asso-
ciated signal generator.
[0048] For the associated signal generator, n associ-
ated signal generators are included corresponding to n
wavelengths. The processing process of each associat-
ed signal generator is the same. In this embodiment, a
first associated signal generator is taken as an example
for explanation. A wavelength deviation value of a first
optical signal corresponding to a wavelength corre-
sponding to the first associated signal generator is iden-
tified, and the wavelength deviation value is filled into an
associated signal frame. Then, the associated signal
frame is encoded to generate associated signal 1, and
then for transmission, the associated signal 1 is modu-
lated onto the locally transmitted service signal corre-
sponding to the wavelength 1. In this embodiment, as-
sociated signal generator 1, associated signal generator
3, associated signal generator 4 and associated signal
generator n perform the above processing as described
in this paragraph. In other words, in this embodiment, the
associated signal 1 is modulated onto a locally transmit-
ted service signal corresponding to the wavelength 1 for
transmission, associated signal 3 is modulated onto a
locally transmitted service signal corresponding to the
wavelength 3 for transmission, associated signal 4 is
modulated onto a locally transmitted service signal cor-
responding to the wavelength 4 for transmission, and as-
sociated signal n is modulated onto a locally transmitted
service signal corresponding to the wavelength n for

transmission.
[0049] A local optical transmitter generates optical sig-
nals of different wavelengths carrying associated signals
corresponding to the optical signals to be wavelength-
locked; and the local combiner multiplexes and sends
the local optical signals of different wavelengths.
[0050] A remote demultiplexer demultiplexes the re-
ceived optical multiplexing signal from the local end into
optical signals of different wavelengths for the remote
optical receiver to receive.
[0051] Remote optical receiver 1 receives a first optical
service signal carrying the associated signal 1 from the
local end, remote optical receiver 3 receives a third op-
tical service signal carrying the associated signal 3 from
the local end, remote optical receiver 4 receives a fourth
optical service signal carrying the associated signal 4
from the local end, and remote optical receiver n receives
an n-th optical service signal carrying the associated sig-
nal n from the local end. The remote optical receiver 1 is
taken as an example. The remote optical receiver 1 de-
modulates an associated signal including a wavelength
deviation value from the received optical service signal,
performs frame alignment processing on the demodulat-
ed associated signal, and extracts the wavelength devi-
ation value including a wavelength deviation direction, a
wavelength deviation magnitude, etc., from a corre-
sponding byte, and sends the extracted wavelength de-
viation value to the remote optical transmitter 1. In this
way, the remote transmitter 1 adjusts, according to the
wavelength deviation value from the remote optical re-
ceiver, the wavelength of the optical signal 1 to be trans-
mitted by the remote transmitter 1 itself, thus achieving
remote wavelength locking.
[0052] FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a wavelength locking
method according to the present application. As shown
in FIG. 3, the method includes steps 300 to 330.
[0053] In step 300, a remote optical multiplexing signal
is acquired, where an optical signal to be wavelength-
locked in the optical multiplexing signal carries a wave-
length identifier.
[0054] In an embodiment, the step 300 may include a
step described below.
[0055] Power sampling is performed on the remote op-
tical multiplexing signal to acquire an optical multiplexing
sampling signal.
[0056] In step 310, at least one optical signal to be
wavelength-locked is determined according to the wave-
length identifier.
[0057] In an embodiment, the step 310 includes a step
described below.
[0058] An optical signal carrying the wavelength iden-
tifier in the optical multiplexing sampling signal is deter-
mined as the optical signal to be wavelength-locked, and
wavelength information of the optical signal to be wave-
length-locked is recorded; where the wavelength identi-
fier is used for identifying the at least one optical signal
to be wavelength-locked.
[0059] In an embodiment, the wavelength identifier
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may be a wavelength label.
[0060] In step 320, wavelength deviation information
of each of the at least one optical signal to be wavelength-
locked is acquired.
[0061] In an embodiment, the step 320 may include a
step described below.
[0062] An optical wavelength corresponding to each
of the at least one optical signal to be wavelength-locked
is compared with a preset standard wavelength, and a
wavelength deviation value of each of the at least one
optical signal to be wavelength-locked is calculated,
where the wavelength deviation value includes a wave-
length deviation direction and a wavelength deviation
magnitude. In an embodiment, the calculation may be
performed by using customary technical means of those
skilled in the art.
[0063] In step 330, an associated signal, having a one-
to-one correspondence with the wavelength deviation in-
formation, of an optical signal to be wavelength-locked
is generated according to acquired wavelength deviation
information, so that the obtained associated signal is
modulated onto a local service signal corresponding to
the optical signal to be wavelength-locked corresponding
to the associated signal.
[0064] In an embodiment, the step in which the asso-
ciated signal, having the one-to-one correspondence
with the wavelength deviation information, of an optical
signal to be wavelength-locked is generated according
to acquired wavelength deviation information includes a
step described below.
[0065] The wavelength deviation value is filled into an
associated signal frame; and the associated signal frame
is encoded to generate the associated signal.
[0066] In an embodiment, the associated signal gen-
erator includes one of: a pilot tone signal generator, an
optical transport network (OTN) overhead signal gener-
ator, or an Ethernet signal generator.
[0067] According to the wavelength locking method
provided in the present application, a local optical trans-
mitter at which an optical signal is to be wavelength-
locked can generate a local optical signal carrying an
associated signal; and the corresponding remote optical
receiver will receive a local optical service signal carrying
the associated signal, thus achieving the purpose of ad-
justing the remotely transmitted signal according to the
associated signal including wavelength deviation infor-
mation carried in the service signal.

Claims

1. A wavelength locking device, comprising: a wave-
length identifier detector, a tunable bandpass filter,
a wavelength locker and at least one associated sig-
nal generator, wherein the at least one associated
signal generator has a one-to-one correspondence
with an optical signal with at least one wavelength
in an optical multiplexing signal; wherein:

the wavelength identifier detector is configured
to receive an optical multiplexing sampling sig-
nal, and determine an optical signal carrying a
wavelength identifier in the optical multiplexing
sampling signal as an optical signal to be wave-
length-locked, wherein the wavelength identifier
is used for identifying at least one optical signal
to be wavelength-locked;
the tunable bandpass filter is configured to se-
lect, according to wavelength information of the
at least one optical signal to be wavelength-
locked, the at least one optical signal to be wave-
length-locked from the optical multiplexing sam-
pling signal, and output the at least one optical
signal to be wavelength-locked;
the wavelength locker is configured to acquire
wavelength deviation information of each of the
at least one optical signal to be wavelength-
locked; and
each of the at least one associated signal gen-
erator is configured to generate, according to
wavelength deviation information received ac-
cordingly, an associated signal of an optical sig-
nal to be wavelength-locked corresponding to
the associated signal generator, so that the ob-
tained associated signal is modulated onto a lo-
cal service signal corresponding to the optical
signal to be wavelength-locked corresponding
to the associated signal generator.

2. The wavelength locking device of claim 1, further
comprising: a power sampler configured to perform
power sampling on a remote optical multiplexing sig-
nal to acquire the optical multiplexing sampling sig-
nal.

3. The wavelength locking device of claim 1 or 2, where-
in the wavelength identifier detector is configured to:

receive the optical multiplexing sampling signal,
and determine the optical signal carrying the
wavelength identifier among optical signals of
all wavelengths in the optical multiplexing sam-
pling signal as the optical signal to be wave-
length-locked; and
record the wavelength information of the optical
signal to be wavelength-locked, and output the
wavelength information for wavelength locking
to the tunable bandpass filter.

4. The wavelength locking device of claim 1 or 2, where-
in the wavelength locker is configured to:

for the at least one optical signal to be wave-
length-locked, compare an optical wavelength
corresponding to each of the at least one optical
signal to be wavelength-locked with a preset
standard wavelength, and calculate a wave-
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length deviation value of each of the at least one
optical signal to be wavelength-locked, wherein
the wavelength deviation value comprises a
wavelength deviation direction and a wave-
length deviation magnitude; and
output the wavelength deviation value of each
of the at least one optical signal to be wave-
length-locked.

5. The wavelength locking device of claim 1 or 2, where-
in each of the at least one associated signal gener-
ator is configured to:

identify a wavelength deviation value corre-
sponding to the associated signal generator,
and fill the wavelength deviation value into an
associated signal frame;
encode the associated signal frame to generate
the associated signal; and
modulate the generated associated signal onto
a locally transmitted service signal correspond-
ing to the optical signal to be wavelength-locked
corresponding to the associated signal genera-
tor.

6. The wavelength locking device of claim 5, wherein
the associated signal generator comprises one of:

a pilot tone signal generator;
an optical transport network, OTN, overhead
signal generator; or
an Ethernet signal generator.

7. A wavelength locking method, comprising:

acquiring a remote optical multiplexing signal,
wherein an optical signal to be wavelength-
locked in the optical multiplexing signal carries
a wavelength identifier;
determining, according to the wavelength iden-
tifier, at least one optical signal to be wavel
ength-locked;
acquiring wavelength deviation information of
each of the at least one optical signal to be wave-
length-locked; and
generating, according to the acquired wave-
length deviation information, an associated sig-
nal, having a one-to-one correspondence with
the wavelength deviation information, of an op-
tical signal to be wavelength-locked, so that the
obtained associated signal is modulated onto a
local service signal corresponding to the optical
signal to be wavelength-locked corresponding
to the associated signal.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein determining, accord-
ing to the wavelength identifier, the at least one op-
tical signal to be wavelength-locked comprises:

determining an optical signal carrying the wave-
length identifier in an optical multiplexing sampling
signal as the optical signal to be wavelength-locked,
and recording wavelength information of the optical
signal to be wavelength-locked; wherein the wave-
length identifier is used for identifying the at least
one optical signal to be wavelength-locked.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein the wavelength iden-
tifier is a wavelength label.

10. The method of claim 7, wherein acquiring the wave-
length deviation information of each of the at least
one optical signal to be wavelength-locked compris-
es:
comparing an optical wavelength corresponding to
each of the at least one optical signal to be wave-
length-locked with a preset standard wavelength,
and calculating a wavelength deviation value of each
of the at least one optical signal to be wavelength-
locked, wherein the wavelength deviation value
comprises a wavelength deviation direction and a
wavelength deviation magnitude.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein generating, accord-
ing to the acquired wavelength deviation information,
the associated signal, having the one-to-one corre-
spondence with the wavelength deviation informa-
tion, of the optical signal to be wavelength-locked
comprises:

filling the wavelength deviation value into an as-
sociated signal frame; and
encoding the associated signal frame to gener-
ate the associated signal.

12. The wavelength locking device of claim 11, wherein
an associated signal generator comprises one of:

a pilot tone signal generator;
an optical transport network, OTN, overhead
signal generator; or
an Ethernet signal generator.
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